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ACCP on a streak!

Register now

Community API - Under the hood all set

I had the pleasure of attending the pilot Community API – Under the Hood course a few weeks ago. 
We learned about the inner workings of the Community API (CAPI) in OpenShift, and it was 
fascinating to see how they all mesh. It was delivered workshop-style through a theory 
presentation followed by hands-on practice.

It would be particularly interesting for anyone who involved with Community APIs (CAPI), with the 
added advantage that there is no prior self-study ¬ ideal for all us busy people!

I can tell that this course will be one of our bestsellers this year so don’t miss it!

Jamela WafyJamela Wafy
Head of Academy
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This course is primarily intended for customization specialists working with graphical 
interfaces. It will give you an introduction to the functionality and customization of 
responsive forms and some closely related topics like presentation types. To enhance the 
learning experience, this course provides several demonstrations and practical examples.

The focus of this course is an introduction to the Migration API - the part of Avaloq’s 
Avaloq Open Interface concept that is used to migrate an existing banking system to the 
Avaloq Banking Suite.The course also covers new features for customization, largely 
based on what has been brought to the market since the second half of 2019.
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In this course, you will learn what Avaloq's rationale and benefits are for this technology 
shift. The course covers a wide range of topics on how to unpack the ACPR, how to get 
around the repository, how to configure it and where to find information. You will also get 
an overview of the deployment concepts and see how monitoring and alerting are set up. 
Lastly, demonstrations and exercises will be provided to cover the mentioned 
technicalities.
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Sign up now before slots run out!

Did you know that the Avaloq Certified Customization Professional programme has gained a lot of 
traction in the past three years? According to registrations and forecasts, we are expecting to train more 
than 370 professionals this year- that’s the highest figures in any of the last five years!

The course gives students a basic skill level in ABS customization to address client requirements. 
Participants learn about customization tools, engines, workflows, user interfaces, order validations 
and other important customization areas. The knowledge gained is essential for anyone who will work in 
Avaloq implementation projects.

As the course is in high demand, we’ve already started planning for 2023 so keep an eye on our website.

But why is the course almost a month long? Here are some facts and figures:

Check it out!
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https://avaloq.academy/en/accreditation-delta-2020h1-avaloq-container-platform-reference-acpr/k!115906/
https://avaloq.academy/en/accreditation-delta-2019h2-migration-api/k!116554/
https://avaloq.academy/en/accreditation-responsive-forms-webforms/k!115697/
https://avaloq.academy/en/courses/offered-courses?suchbegriff=Community+APIs+%28CAPI%29+-+Under+the+Hood&DatumVon=&DatumBis=&thema=&sprache=&gebiet=&Sequenz=&advanced=0&search=
https://avaloq.academy/en/courses/offered-courses?suchbegriff=ACCP+with+Major+in+Core+Technologies+-+ONLINE+COURSE&DatumVon=01.01.2023&DatumBis=&thema=&sprache=&gebiet=&Sequenz=&advanced=0&search=
https://www.avaloq.com/solutions/services/academy
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